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Abstract—We describe a common but poorly known type of fraud — so-called liar buyer fraud — and explain why traditional anti-fraud technology has failed to curb this problem. We then introduce a counter-intuitive technique based on user interface modification to address liar-buyer fraud, and report result of experiments supporting that our technique has the potential of dramatically reducing fraud losses. We used a combination of role playing and questionnaires to determine the behavior and opinions of about 1700 subjects, and found that our proposed technique results in a statistically significant reduction of fraud rates for both men and women in an experimental setting. Our approach has not yet been tested on real e-commerce traffic, but appears sufficiently promising to do that. Our findings also support that men are more willing to lie and defraud than women are; but maybe more interestingly, our analysis shows that the technique we introduce make men as honest as women.

I. INTRODUCTION

As online commerce has skyrocketed, phishing and malware has gone from obscurity to ubiquity. The technical community has responded firmly, deploying measures such as DMARC and anti-virus filters. However, not all types of fraud enjoy the same attention of the technical community as they do among fraudsters. One such type of fraud is referred to as liar buyer. Liar buyer fraud accounts for a significant portion of the losses within some sectors [22], [43], and yet, remains almost entirely undefended against.

While many types of fraud is carried out mostly by career criminals, liar buyer fraud is almost exclusively the result of temporarily poor judgment of otherwise honest people. In a typical liar buyer instance, a consumer orders and receives some merchandise, and then reports it not delivered in order to get a refund. Commonly, the liar buyers are not repeat fraudsters, and many of them are believed to act in response to losing a similar amount to another instance of fraud – then contesting the charges but not being ruled in favor of.

According to industry estimates, liar buyer fraud accounts for between 25 [2] and 50 percent [22] of the direct fraud losses of affected organizations. While the exact amounts of liar buyer losses are unknown, more is known about other, related types of fraud. It is, for example, believed that 10% of all insurance claims and 15% of U.S. tax filings are fraudulent [43].

One thing that makes liar buyer fraud different from other types of online fraud is that traditional countermeasures do not work against it. For example, fraudsters attempting to use stolen credentials are often identified due to an unusual IP address or a lack of cookies and other machine identifiers. Those techniques are not useful to identify liar buyers, since typical liar buyers use their regular computers to commit the fraud. Similarly, many “common” types of fraud are blocked based on detection of a large number of transactions from one and the same subnet, a transaction anomaly, or even an unusual way of entering a password. Again, none of these techniques are helpful to block or detect liar buyer fraud. There are analytics in place to block repeat offenders – these, however, do not help against first-time offenders, since they are simply based on judging how anomalous repeated incidents involving the same user would be.

It is interesting also to note that even when a liar buyer is identified with a reasonable certainty after the fact (e.g., after having filed an unusual number of complaints of not having received merchandise), the fraudster is commonly not confronted with the goal of getting the money back. This is because the cost of collecting the amounts owed often exceeds these amounts, and because companies fear the risk of making mistaken accusations. While delivery confirmations may seem to be potentially helpful, they are, in practice not helpful at all. There is no verification of identity of the signer to begin with, and for some services (like the USPS), the only data that is saved is the fact that a confirmation was received – and the zip code for which the delivery was made. The signature or the name of the signer is not stored, nor is the delivery address. An orthogonal approach to deal with this problem is to improve delivery security. We have not studied the extent to which this is a useful approach. However, our approach, which considers the psychological aspects of fraud prevention, is likely also to apply to settings where there is no physical delivery of goods.

We developed and tested an approach that promises a substantial reduction of liar buyer fraud. The main underlying principle of our approach is to convey knowledge of identifying information to users – before they commit to a complaint. Specifically, by clarifying to users that a contested purchase was made using a recognized computer and by geographically pinpointing its location, potential liar buyers become dramatically less likely to complete the fraudulent complaint. This may seem counter-intuitive since, after all, the user is saying that he did not receive an item – and nor that he did not order it.
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∗Work done while at PayPal.
We used a role-playing approach to test our techniques. We recruited large numbers of subjects and incited them to perform liar buyer fraud in the context of the role playing scenario. We exposed different sets of subjects to different information as they were in the process of completing a complaint, and measured the statistical impact of these different treatments. Among other things, and as mentioned above, we found that identifying a user’s machine as recognized and geographically localizing the machine caused a substantial reduction of (simulated) fraud; however, doing only one of these had no measurable effect. Moreover, we found that the correctness of the location information is important. More specifically, we found that incorrect location information reduced the benefits of our countermeasures, but that it did not aggravate the extent to which users would perform fraudulent actions beyond what subjects are willing to do in the absence of our countermeasures. We also found that while showing a map impacts user actions, there was no such impact to be seen from displaying IP addresses. While in hindsight, this may not seem very surprising, it calls into question the common use of IP addresses in many types of user notifications.

Outline: We begin by describing the related work (section II). In section III, we outline our solution and describe the experiment we used to test our proposed solution. We analyze our findings in section IV and conclude and describe future work in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Liar buyer fraud has not, to our knowledge, been addressed in the security literature. There are, however, large bodies of work addressing both lies and fraud.

One important question is what makes regular people lie – or not. There is work that shows that the lying behavior of an individual depends on the lying behavior of a group. More specifically, it has been shown [5], that students were much more likely to cheat if they knew that other students were cheating as well. There is also work on fairness perceptions that may help explain some aspect of what gives rise to liar buyer fraud. Wirtz et al. [43] showed that service disruptions and disappointments gives rise to dishonesty, and that the amount of opportunistic claims depend among other things on the size of the service provider, as well as the customer relationship ties it has. As a consequence, larger companies are more likely to suffer liar buyer fraud, and one-time customers are more likely to be abusive than long-term customers.

Researchers have also conducted various experiments to find out which methods may be used to detect lying. Polygraph testing, for example, is a well-known technique used to detect liars based on blood pressure, respiration, and skin conductivity [31]. Linguistic cues can also be used to detect lies. Newman et al. [28] built a classifier to distinguish lie from truth based on text features such as text-complexity, number of self-references, and usage of the negative words; this was later further researched by Hancock et al. [14]. Other cues such as increased cognitive load has also been used to detect liars, who are asked to tell the story in the reverse order [37].

Another line of research that is closer to our effort addresses how to mitigate lying. A well-studied context is classroom cheating, with research showing that moral obligations and personal codes of honor can significantly decrease lying behavior [3], [24], [36]. It has also been shown that risk perception affects cheating: For example, students are less likely to cheat in high risk situations i.e., where they think that the possibility of getting caught is high [8], [9], [16]. In fact, surveillance is observed to have significant impact in reducing cheating behavior in general [17], and it has been shown that closed circuit television and associated signage (such as “Security Camera” and “Shoplifters will be Prosecuted”) reduces shoplifting [7]. It has even been shown that the mere presence of an observer – or just an image evoking an observer – reduces cheating [25].

In the digital realm of mitigation of lying, Hancock et al. [15] showed that the recordability of a medium affects the lying rates – people lie less when it is clear that their actions are automatically documented. This confirms the findings in real-world scenarios.

Turning to online fraud, this is also a topic that has received considerable attention during the last few years, after emerging as an academic discipline in the early 2000s. Fraud countermeasures can be broken down into client-side techniques and back-end techniques, with some techniques straddling the fence between the two. Client-side techniques typically either have a filter component (such as client-side phishing detection [1]) or a user-interface component (such as the lock icon, the colored address bar or expired/unsigned certificate messages for HTTPS, and other user-interface related security issues [19], [42].) Back-end techniques commonly are filters – whether methods based on machine learning, and aimed at detecting anomalies (e.g., [30]) or semantic methods such as DMARC, email spam filters and corporate firewalls [32]. As mentioned before, these techniques are not helpful to address liar buyer fraud, in spite of being useful to detect or block a wide array of other types of fraud.

Typical user interface methods with security benefits aim at helping users distinguish legitimate messages/webpages from fraudulent or dangerous ones – for example, by identifying secure connections by coloring URLs, or by including locks and personalized images [10]. Whereas the methods we describe rely on changes to the user interface, the purpose is not to help the user distinguish between good and unsafe messages or sites, but rather, to promote user honesty. The closest related work we are familiar with is the work by Warkentin et al. [41], showing that connections between online and real-world identities curb online deception; and Rule [34], who investigates the importance of good dispute resolution mechanisms in the context of user satisfaction.

Another relevant line of work is surveying and experimentation. Surveying is not suitable to assess the strength of potential countermeasures. The reason is that if one were to ask users what they would do in a hypothetical context, this often does not produce accurate results – especially where morality or deceit is involved. Simply stated, what people say and what they do are poorly aligned in such contexts. Interviewing self-confessed liar buyers is also not practical, other than as a first step towards understanding the problem. Moreover, while the willingness to lie is not hypothetical for these subjects, the use of countermeasures still is. Therefore, it is hard to assess the likely reaction these subjects would have to different countermeasures. As a result, while surveying is commonly used in
many disciplines, it is poorly suited for our context. Another experimental approach used in fraud experiments is so-called naturalistic experimentation [11], wherein users are unwittingly participating in an experiment and their natural reactions are measured. This approach offers advantages for studying some types of fraud, and is, for example, useful for carrying out phishing experiments (see, e.g., [18]). However, the approach is not well suited to study liar buyer fraud, as it would require to incite very large numbers of users to potentially commit liar buyer fraud by exposing them to stressful situations. This would be both unethical and impractical. A third experimental approach used by fraud researchers is role-playing [13], and this appears to be the most practical methodology for testing liar buyer countermeasures before deploying them. On one hand, one may argue that role-playing, as opposed to real-life experience, takes away the raison d’être for all the emotions related to liar buyer fraud – greed, a wish for revenge, and fear of legal consequences. By this argument, the results of any role-playing fraud study of our kind would be questionable. On the other hand, there is ample evidence that people transfer real-world behavior to representative but fictional contexts [27], [29], [38], [4], suggesting that if the measured impact is not identical to what would be observed for a real deployment, there would at least be significant similarities.

Our experiment was designed around the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, and takes advantage of insights from an array of recent work using this platform [20], [21], [23], [33].

III. HYPOTHESES AND EXPERIMENT

A. Interviews

At the beginning of our efforts, we interviewed a collection of self-confessed liar buyers – a total of five people, mostly friends and family of one of the co-authors. The goal was to identify the reasons why these otherwise honest people would engage in fraud, and what emotions prompted their actions. All five of them had suffered the economic consequences of fraud or mismanagement1 and had filed complaints, but were ruled against. This made them feel betrayed and angry, and left with only one option to get justice. None of them had performed more than one fraudulent transaction (but one of them had contemplated it) and for all the users, the amounts in the fraudulent transactions were reported to be approximately the same as the lost amounts. One of the interviewees pointed out that if he had not been the victim of fraud – and the dispute process following this – then he would not have realized how easy it would be to commit fraud. We note that these interviews were not conducted systematically and are not part of our results; rather, they were used to develop the story-line for the fraud scenario in the role-playing experiment that we designed.

We also interviewed two customer service representatives at a large service provider concerned with liar buyer fraud, and discussed their view of the problem. Both these interviewees said that they commonly would be fairly certain when a dispute is a liar buyer case, but they had no practical tools to address such cases.

B. Initial explorations

Following the interviews, an MTurk based role-playing experiment with two conditions was carried out. For the control group (N=318), we asked the subjects whether they would commit liar-buyer fraud to get even with a person who defrauded them in the past. For the test group (N=304), we used the same scenario, except that we added that the webpage where they would file the complaint shows a photo of their front door, with the disputed item delivered. We asked the subjects in both conditions to commit to or abort their compliant. We found that only 24% of subjects in the test group said that they would ask for refund (thereby committing liar-buyer fraud), in comparison with 64% of the subjects in the control group. A Pearson chi-squared ($\chi^2$) test shows that the reduction of the amount of the fraud is statistically significant ($\chi=99.85$, p-value<0.001).

While the result of this experiment is promising, it is based on an impractical assumption – namely, that the delivery service would photograph the delivered merchandise. Our main experiment addresses this problem.

C. Hypotheses

Based on the interviews and a general understanding of the nature of the problem, we put forth a collection of hypotheses of what may be impact liar buyer rates. Based on a simplified and preliminary version of the role-playing experiment described in greater detail below, we weeded out those that did not seem to have any potential. Among the hypotheses we put forth were the following:

1) Fraud rates may be impacted by disclosure that the user machine was recognized. We kept the description general, as opposed to specifying “cookies recognized” or “computer browser version and plugin combination recognized”, etc. This was done for two important reasons. First of all, too much technical detail is confounding and potentially worrisome to typical users; and second, giving specific information of how devices are recognized may help would-be fraudsters make their devices harder to recognize.

2) Fraud rates may be impacted by disclosure of user location. We decided to try different representations of location – including IP address, a zip code, a map – and to try various degrees of precision, matching the inaccuracy of existing IP-to-geolocation services. We decided to drop the zip code, as its use did not seem to have any impact. However, we kept IP address (in spite of that also showing no promise) since that is commonly displayed to users by many service providers.

3) Fraud rates may be impacted by delivery statements. We hypothesized that fraud rates may be affected by a statement from the delivery person that the delivery has been made; potentially combined with photographic evidence. Our preliminary experiments suggested that this hypothesis was correct, but still we dropped it in the follow-up experiment since typical service providers do not have access to such information, and we needed to focus on testing the most promising hypotheses in order to be assured of sufficiently large sample sizes for each treatment.

---

1It was not always clear to the interviewees – or the interviewer – whether they had suffered fraud or a system failure.
4) Fraud rates may be impacted by return options. We hypothesized that fraud rates may go down if would-be liar buyers were offered an easy way to return items instead of claiming that they did not arrive. This was motivated by a belief that some liar buyers felt that they simply could not afford the merchandise (potentially due to changed situations after the order was placed, or buyer’s remorse) and that an easy way to return the merchandise would offer an alternative way of getting refunded, without having to lie. This hypothesis also turned out have significant promise, but still, we decided to exclude it from the main experiment to keep the story line of the experiment structurally simple. A careful validation of this hypothesis is an interesting topic for future work.

5) Fraud rates may be impacted by forcing the user to promise. It is well known that moral obligations reduce the rate of lying. Credit card companies successfully use the approach by reminding payers of their moral obligations as they sign a receipt – typically, the text on the receipt includes mention of the signer’s intention to pay his or her bills. Surprisingly, we did not see any impact of this approach in our preliminary testing, and so, decided to not pursue it in the main experiment.

6) Fraud rates may be reduced by paying special attention to angry users. We have come to believe that much of the liar buyer fraud is motivated by anger and a feeling of not being treated fairly. We wanted to test the importance of kindness from customer representatives when these respond to initial complaints filed by users before the users proceed to filing a dispute. Since this may require a prioritization of efforts based on perceived anger, a tool based on natural language processing could be used to identify particularly angry complaints. The preliminary experiments showed some potential impact of this approach, but not as great as other methods, and we decided to exclude the testing of this hypothesis from the main experiment to keep things simple.

D. Using Amazon MTurk Multi-Round Experiments

We use multi-round subject interaction. Whereas this is not directly supported on Amazon Mechanical Turk, it is possible to use built-in communication constructs to create such a structure.
The first round is based on a publicly advertised task, and is used to build a large database of potential subjects and to collect demographic information. The second round is announced privately among those who participated in the first round. One advantage of this approach is that it allows us to filter out participants based on specific criteria, e.g., the correctness of the reported location. (Also, one could filter out based on demographics, to compensate for existing biases, although we did not do that in this study.) Another advantage of the two-round approach is that it “hides” well-paying tasks from low-quality workers by only disclosing them to workers who pass the first round. This is helpful to minimize the involvement of workers who will answer in an arbitrary manner. A collection of other techniques can be used to filter out low-quality workers. One such technique is to include questions or tasks intended solely to detect carelessness. Another is to include experimental “branches” where it is obvious to the subjects what branch will be the least demanding – and place the “experiment payload” on the other branch. We did not have to use either of methods, since part of task we specified was to write reasonably demanding letters. We reviewed the letters in an attempt to identify obvious cheaters (but did not find any such.)

**Round 1: Recruiting Subjects.** We recruited 2364 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers from the United States to perform a simple task in which each subject was asked to choose what five avatars out of a collection of a hundred most closely represented him or her, and indicate the city and state where he or she was located, paying each subject 10 cent for their participation. We filtered out any participants for whom there was a large discrepancy between the stated location and the geolocation associated with the observed IP address. Using the messaging service provided by Amazon Mechanical Turk, we invited subjects to participate in a second experimental round. A total of 855 subjects participated in the second round, which for each subject consisted of a common task and one out of six different treatments, described next.

**Round 2, Part 1: Victimization.** We ran a between-subjects experiment with 6 different conditions. All subjects were exposed to the same role-playing storyline, in which the subject first experiences being defrauded, and later gets an opportunity to get even by acting as a liar buyer.

More specifically, the role playing game starts by the user ordering a TV. However, when it arrives, it turns out to be defect – and it seems like the seller must have known that it was broken when he shipped it. We make the subject perform tasks to make him identify with the victim, and tasks to make him angry – these are described next:

**Making Subjects Identify with the Buyer.** We use two methods to make the subjects identify with the buyer in the role playing game. First, the story is told in a way that the subject is the buyer – and is represented by an avatar selected by the subject. Second, one of the tasks of the subject is to write messages on behalf of the fictional buyer. After the subject writes a complaint to the seller, he or she would receive a rude response, supposedly written by the unethical seller. See figure 1 for a screenshot showing the subject (on the left) being insulted by the seller (on the right).

**Making Subjects Angry.** It is well known that people do not maintain a good separation between contexts when it comes to their emotions. This is why upset people are commonly letting their anger spill on to innocent people. We used this to our advantage to “manufacture” the most appropriate emotional context for our experiment – we wanted to make our subjects feel angry and agitated, matching the typical emotions of liar buyers. We did this by letting subjects be insulted (as shown in figure 1), and then appeal to but receive no help from “authorities” (figure 2.)

**Round 2, Part 2: Getting Even.** After having been defrauded, insulted and ruled against, the subject is offered a “solution” in the form of a temptation to get even (see figure 3.)

---

2 Each subject got to choose an avatar to represent himself or herself, from a list of the 25 most popular avatars, as indicated by the selections in round 1.

3 This is based on our interviews with users who have committed liar buyer fraud, where the fraudsters reported acting out of a feeling of anger, stoked by a sense that they needed to take the situation in their own hands to get justice.
Resolution Center

Please review the details of transaction and indicate the reason for dispute.

Transaction Information

Transaction ID: 8665-0983
Seller Name: xBay Inc.
Transaction Amount: $549.99 USD
Item: 3D WiFi Smart Home Theater System w/ Wireless Speakers

Please select an option to continue:

☐ Request Refund -- I haven't received my item.
☐ Cancel Dispute -- I do not have a complaint about this item.

Confirm

Fig. 4. This image shows a snapshot of the “control” treatment, which mimics real dispute webpages. At the bottom, the user is given the opportunity to pursue the complaint or to cancel the dispute. We measure the rates – and relative rates – of pursuing complaints for the different treatments.

The subject is finally given an opportunity to get even – by ordering a similarly priced item (as the defect item), receive it, and report that it was not received in order to get a refund. In one version of the exploratory experiments, we used the same product (i.e., a TV) for the complaint page, but we determined that users confused it with the damaged item that they received before. To avoid this misunderstanding, we used a “3D smart home theater system” instead, with a similar price. We also explicitly mentioned that the seller is xBay, not the person who defrauded him/her in the first place.

The subjects are exposed to one out of six treatments on the page where he or she has to commit to his actions (i.e., choosing to be a liar buyer, or decide not to.) The treatments can be described in the following way:

1) Control: This treatment corresponds to information which is usually shown in common resolution centers, and is used as our reference treatment, allowing a subject either to confirm or to abandon his complaint. A screenshot corresponding to this treatment is shown in figure 4.

2) IP: This treatment adds the display of the subject’s IP address to the control treatment. (We used the subject’s real IP address, as observed during the experiment.)

3) IP+map: Subjects in this treatment would be shown their IP address and a map locating them. We generated the map from the user-provided location information in the subject-recruiting part of the experiment.

4) Recognized computer: In this treatment, the subjects are shown material like that in the control treatment, except with an assertion that the computer is recognized.

5) IP+map+recognized computer: This treatment combines the features of the above treatments – a screenshot is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5. This image shows a snapshot of the “IP+map+recognized computer” treatment. The user is told that her computer is recognized, and her location is shown on a map. At the bottom, the users gets to choose to pursue or abandon the complaint, just like in the other treatments.

6) IP+wrong map+recognized computer: This treatment is like the treatment above, except that we intentionally used a map showing an incorrect location.

The goal of the experiment was to quantify the differences in fraud rates between users of different treatments.

IV. Experimental Findings

A. Analysis and Findings

For each treatment, the subjects see information related to the complaint, such as the merchandize, the seller and the amount. Different treatments add different additional information, e.g., IP address; a notice stating “Recognized computer” and a map – whether accurate or not. For each treatment, the user is asked to perform a selection – requesting a refund or cancel the dispute.

Each subject only sees one of the treatments, and so, we do not know how he or she would have responded had we presented him or her with another treatment. However, we compare the statistics (of requesting refund vs. cancelling the dispute) for large number of users associated with different treatments. In the context of the experiment, the former corresponds to committing liar buyer fraud and the latter corresponds to being honest. Comparing the statistics associated with different treatments allows us to determine what impact the different user interfaces have on the honesty of the users in our experiment.

As we mentioned before, we are not asserting that the behavior would have been identical in a real-life scenario. For example, in our experiment, one might argue that subjects...
do not have to fear the consequences of being dishonest, and therefore, would be willing to cheat – while in a real-world scenario, one might argue that people would cheat less. On another hand, one might argue that subjects in our experiment have nothing to gain from being dishonest – and therefore, would cheat less than in a real-world setting. In the end, we do not know what force would be strongest, and simply see our experimental results as indicative of a solution that is likely to have a real-world impact.

We invited subjects who completed the avatar selection task to participate in the main experiment via private messages in the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. A total of 855 subjects (36% out of the total of 2364 subjects in the first round) responded and participated in the task. Participants were randomly given one of the six different described treatments. Figure 6 shows the percentage of the liars in each treatment. 20% of the participants (25 out of 127) in the “Control” treatment chose the “Request Refund–I have not received my item” which corresponds to lying. In the “IP” treatment, 22% (29 out of 129) chose to lie, and 22% (28 out of 128) chose to lie in “IP+Map” treatment. Significantly different, only 10.5% of subjects (13 out of 124) in the “IP+map+recognized computer” treatment decided to lie. In the “recognized computer” treatment, on the other hand, 23% of participants (32 out of 138) chose to lie, and 21% of subjects (44 out of 209) in the “IP+wrong map+recognized computer” lied.

A Pearson chi-squared ($\chi^2$) test between each pair of the treatments shows that there is a significant difference between the behavior of the control group and the subjects in the treatment referred to as “IP+map+recognized computer” ($\chi^2=4.13$, p-value < 0.05). This shows that the modified user interface which contains IP, a correct map, and signage of “recognized computer” reduces the percentage of liars by 50% in comparison with user interfaces currently in use. We should emphasize that the exact reduction in real settings will only be known when our suggested modification is deployed for a real dispute scenario.

We also studied the effect of the map accuracy by running another treatment, which we call “IP+wrong map+recognized computer”. This was very similar to the “IP+map+recognized computer” treatment, except that we showed a random map instead of the correct map. 209 subjects were given this treatment and 21.0% of these chose to lie. A Pearson chi-squared ($\chi^2$) test on the treatments “IP+map+recognized computer” and “IP+wrong map+recognized computer” shows a statistically significant difference ($\chi^2=5.66$, p-value=0.017). Indeed, the effect of wrong map cancels the effect of the modification in the user interface. This shows the importance of the accuracy in the report of the location of the user and reflection in user interface.

B. Exit Survey Analysis

At the end of the experiment, we asked subjects to complete a survey. We asked their gender (46% were female, 54% male);

Figure 6. This diagram shows the percentage of liars for different versions of user interfaces in resolution center. The percentage of the liar is reduced 45% in “IP+map+recognized computer” in comparison with the currently used versions (“Control” treatment) whether it is fair to trick people to get even; whom it is fair to trick to get even; and whether the subject has had an experience similar to the one in the role-playing experiment. We then correlated the responses to their behavior in the role-playing experiment – and, more specifically, to whether they committed liar buyer fraud in the experiment. The findings were very interesting.

- **Male dishonesty.** First of all, we confirmed the common belief that men are more willing to commit fraud [26], [40]. Among all participants, 15% of the female subjects committed liar buyer fraud, while 22% of male subjects did ($\chi^2=7.4$, p-value<0.001) Of those users who said that they had been tricked in a real-life online situation, 8% of the women (a total of 142 having been tricked) said they had gotten even, while 17% of the men (a total of 155 having been tricked) said they had. Among those who had not been tricked in a real-life online situation, 28% of the women said that they would consider getting even, while 36% of the men said they would. These observations show that men are much more willing than women are to lie and commit liar buyer fraud.

- **Swing liars.** Interestingly, when we compared the rates of committing liar buyer fraud in the treatment we refer to as “IP+map+recognized computer” treatment of our experiment, we found that 12% of the female subjects and 10% of the male subjects committed fraud ($\chi^2=0.012$, p-value=0.91), meaning that in the presence of the appropriate counter-measures, women and men commit liar buyer fraud to an equal extent.

More specifically, our technique introduces a deterrence that applies to a greater extent to men, and as a result, reduces the (higher) fraud rates among men to the same as level as the it reduces the fraud rates of women to.

One interpretation is that, in some emotional situations, a certain percentage of people is willing to commit liar-buyer fraud, independently of the user interface; another percentage is unwilling to do so, also independently of the user interface, while the actions of some percentage depend on the user interface. We may call the users of the latter group “swing liars” – like swing voters, the swing liars can be influenced
until the very last moment. In our experiment, 3% of the female subjects and 12% of the male subjects were swing liars.

- **The impact of experience.**
  We observed that among those subjects who responded that they had been tricked (29% of the participants), 40% committed liar buyer fraud in our experiment, while only 15% of those who reported not having been tricked did ($\chi^2=20$, p-value<0.001). This supports that having had a bad experience makes people willing to defraud others. Moreover, among those who were tricked and got even (28 subjects), 47% committed liar buyer fraud in our experiment.

C. Insights gained

Our findings identify a promising method to address the liar buyer problem. Analogously to how shop lifting is curbed by integrating (and making visible) security elements in stores, we find that we can address fraud by conveying information to users who are potentially in the process of committing fraud. Our techniques can most likely be improved in follow-up research, and our general principles may find applications to address other related fraud as well. The strong gender differences we found are of interest; especially as our proposed technique seems to make men as honest as women.

D. A Note About Map Accuracy

Our experiment obtained accurate location information simply by asking users for their location in round 1 of the experiment. We verified that the IP addresses were reasonably consistent between the first and second rounds; and used the location information from the first round in the second round. This was finally verified in a brief survey at the end of round 2.

In addition to relying on the user-provided location, and performing sanity checks on this, we estimated to what extent the user-provided location matched location information generated by free IP-to-geolocation tools, to establish a lower estimate of how accurately a service could obtain the location. For this purpose, we used three IP to geolocation conversion services: hostIP, IPInfoDB and freegeoIP. We queried all three of the above mentioned geolocation services with the test subject’s IP address and used a vote-based approach to determine the user location. This information was scored by asking the user how accurate the shown location was, and comparing the shown location with the estimated location. Based on these self-reported answers, we calculated the accuracies of the IP to geolocation services – these are shown in figure 7.

Note that our algorithm which combines the geolocation from the three different services provide much better accuracy than any one of them individually. However, our approach, which achieves a geolocation accuracy of almost 89%, is still not as accurate as those provided by geolocation based services proposed in various papers [39], [35]. We used user-reported locations as a way to simplify the experiment design, since geolocation quality is not a focus of our effort.

![Fig. 7](image.png)

This image shows a comparison of accuracies of various free geolocation services. This is of relevance since the accuracy of the location information conveyed to the user directly impacts the fraud rates.

E. Digital Identity: Confirming Privacy Beliefs

Our design is centered around our belief that the more a user believes that a service provider knows about him, the less he would be willing to lie. To verify that typical users perceived a difference in the extent to which their identity was known in the different conditions of our experiment, we performed an additional experiment, solely focused on establishing the connection between the identity indicators and the believed ability for a service provider to match a session to a user’s real-life identity.

We recruited 300 MTurk users, each one paid $0.12, and divided them into three different groups.

- For group A – corresponding to the IP-only condition of the main experiment – we asked “A friend of yours downloads pirated movies from a website that later gets raided. As a result, authorities learn your friend’s IP address. Do you think this gives enough evidence that your friend downloaded the movies?”
- For group B – corresponding to the IP+Map condition – we modified the above question to read “... authorities learn your friend’s IP address, and information that determines your friend’s approximate location ...”
- Finally, for group C – corresponding to the condition IP+Map+Computer – the question was modified to read “... authorities recognize your friend’s computer and learn your friend’s IP address and information that determines your friend’s approximate location ...”.

Each subject was asked to select an answer using a multiple-choice option, with the options (1) Yes, (2) No, (3) Maybe. The subjects’ answer to the question is shown in Table I. We ran a Mann-Whitney’s U test to evaluate the difference in the response between each pair of groups. We observe that combined information of IP, Map, and Computer identifiers increased sense of a service provider being able to match a user’s digital actions to his physical person in comparison with only IP ($W = 4165$, p-value < 0.05); there was no significant difference between the other conditions.

This result reconfirms our finding from the role-playing experiment where the combination of all identifiers promoted
users honesty, while each of identifiers individually or any subset of them did not promote users’ honesty. This also supporting our beliefs that an increased amount of disclosed information leads to an increased sense of a service provider being able to match a user’s digital actions to his physical person.

F. Generalizations and Limitations

One limitation of our experiment is that the conclusions we draw are specific to settings where potential liar buyers are motivated by revenge. Although we do not see any reasons why our methods would not work for more general settings, we have also not explored the extent to which our methods would generalize to such settings.

Another important thing to note is that our experiment only establishes that our proposed method results in a significant reduction in fraud rates – it does not establish what the rates are. The reason for this is that subjects in our experiment are not motivated by actual greed or fear (of punishment), as real users contemplating liar buyer fraud would be. Therefore, our experiments are only telling us that the proposed method is worthy of being A/B tested on real populations.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

We have tested a collection of possible user-interface enhancements aimed at reducing liar buyer fraud. We have found that showing users in the process of filing a dispute that (1) their computer is recognized, and (2) that their location is known dramatically reduces the willingness to file false claims. We believe the reason for the reduction is that the would-be liars can visualize their lack of anonymity at a time when they are deciding whether to perform a fraudulent action. Interestingly, we also showed that users were not affected by knowing that their computer was recognized, but without their location being pin-pointed, or the other way around. We also determined that a reasonably accurate map was necessary – but that an inaccurate map does not seem to increase the willingness to lie.

We want to acknowledge that we do not fully understand the exact reasons why our approach works, and that this warrants more in-depth studies to explain. We also lay no claims to having found the approach that deters fraud the most, nor have we have had the opportunity to generalize our findings to different scenarios. In our view, the approach we have described is a first, and very promising, step toward a deeper body on knowledge about how to deter fraud, and we hope that our work will serve to inspire follow-up efforts.

To our knowledge, our result is both the first to address liar buyer fraud and the first to mitigate lying by disclosing information about the user’s computer and location. We hope that our findings will entice others to study the problem and to improve on our result. Our experiment indicates that the suggested approach is helpful in reducing fraud, but it is hard to know – in a real-world scenario – what the actual reduction would be. Our experiment just involved hypothetical consequences – there was no actual monetary benefit associated with successful cheating, nor any actual punishment associated with a failure. While our experiments indicate that fraud would be reduced using our approach, only real-world deployments will be able to determine the exact benefits.

There are many reasons why liar buyer fraud is not well publicized. One reason is that while informed consumers can be cautious and thereby reduce their exposure to abuse such as phishing and virus-based attacks, there is not much that typical consumers can do to reduce the losses due to liar buyer fraud. (In this sense, liar buyer fraud is more similar to click fraud – which, although better known than liar buyer fraud, is also not part of the consumer vocabulary.) In fact, it is quite conceivable that increased awareness of the liar buyer problem among the public may cause losses to increase [6], [12]. Another reason why liar buyer fraud is not first page news is that it has the semblance of a victimless crime, much like tax evasion. This is based on a common misunderstanding of who bears the burden of such losses, though. Quite commonly, it is a peer consumer who loses money – in fact, it is well known in the industry that such losses often cause liar buyer fraud [2], in addition to commonly being caused by it. Other times, the losses are absorbed by an organization and passed on to consumers in the guise of higher service charges. One final reason why media does not report on liar buyer fraud is the absence of a good countermeasure – and the associated absence of an advocate wishing to promote awareness. This, no doubt, has stifled the development of methods to curb liar buyer fraud, and we hope that our results may serve as a first step to overcome this impasse by starting an earnest discussion of the problem in the technical community.

That said, there is a wealth of interesting questions to be addressed. We did not carefully test whether being offered an easy return option at the time of dispute would increase honesty, but have preliminary indications that this may be so. We did not pursue testing the impact on the fraud rates of statements from delivery persons, since this is not currently a practically available option. Moreover, it is possible that it may reduce fraud rates if it were possible to automatically detect situations with increased likelihoods to lead to fraudulent disputes, and to give special attention to address the emotional context of the users. Furthermore, it is interesting to study whether the proposed solutions could have any negative brand effect, i.e., whether users (and in particular, honest users) may feel that the mechanisms we use to reduce fraud affect their comfort. Will users, for example, feel that they are under surveillance? If this is so, one resulting question is what user interfaces have the beneficial effects we have discussed, but which do not cause brand damage. Alternatively, is it possible to detect very likely liar buyer disputes before the users commit to their actions, and provide only these users with a user experience that decreases the likelihood of fraudulent claims? Another question worth studying why a user is affected by the fraud deterrent user interface: is it because of an increase of guilt, fear of getting caught, or is related to the increased feeling of being observed?
Finally, it is a vital question to determine exactly how the effects we see transfer to real-world settings, and whether they are persistent. It is altogether possible that the effect would wear off over time.
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